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If you love cats and coloring, this book is for you. Thirty-two fun drawings filled with cats as we all

know and love them. You'll recognize your own beloved felines' antics in these pages. Break out the

catnip, grab some colored pencils or markers, or both, and make these kitties your own. The

drawings are presented as single-sided images in landscape view, with the binding at the top of the

images. So, they're friendly for right or left-handed colorists. No binding to get in the way. If you

would like to view thumbnails of all 32 drawings or download sample pages, please visit

colorcats.org.
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This one is a little different than other 'cat' coloring books that I have. The cats are drawn a little

more 'stylistically' rather than perfectly anatomically correct. The pages are a bit more cartoon like

than totally realistic, but I like the style. They are cute and quirky--lots of kitties getting into mischief!

Some pages are more cartoon like than other.Details:*The pages are single sided (hooray), and the

paper is the same as all the other  Createspace-published coloring books. Nice and smooth, but not

really thick enough to prevent marker bleed through, or use with water media.*32 drawings, each

about 6x9" centered with a border in the center of the page*There are several Christmas themed

pages, a Halloween page, and a Thanksgiving page.*Nice little non-cat details on many pages (see

my 'sushi' page I uploaded)If you are a cat lover, I'm sure this book will provide hours of coloring

enjoyment!



Length:   1:44 Mins

I love coloring books with cats and this is a great one. There are 32 fun and funny designs in this

book. The pictures are all done horizontally â€“ which is unusual compared to most coloring books.

For this subject, I really like it. It forces you to turn the book sideways which puts the binding at the

top of the page â€“ that makes it definitely more user friendly for both right and left handed

colorists.The designs show cats doing all sorts of stunts that cats really do. As I looked at each

image, I could easily say â€“ my cat did that! I especially like the two with the Christmas tree â€“ the

box in one is infinitely more interesting than all the toys and in the other â€“ well cats and Christmas

trees â€“ need I say more? I am going to have so much fun with this book. My other cat coloring

books primarily focus on the cat but in this book, the situations are equally important. I was happy to

note this book is named Book 1 as I hope to see more of these adorable cats in the future.The

designs are printed on one side of thin bright white paper. The designs all stop well short of the

bound edge with a â€œframingâ€• line around the design. That way, you won't lose any part of the

image if you choose to cut a page out of the book. The binding is glued, so it may be easier to cut

off the binding (office supply stores can do this) rather than cut out a page at a time. I was able to

break the spine by pushing on it hard and could get the book to lay flat.All of my markers and gel

pens bleed-through on this paper. My coloring pencils go on nicely. I will certainly be using all three

in my coloring of these designs, so I will place a heavyweight piece of paper or chipboard under my

working page to keep the rest of the book from absorbing any of the ink.I was provided a free

sample copy of this coloring book for test and review purposes.

This book is an adorable and fun way to custom color your love of cats. The drawings are simple,

funny and easy to color, whether you get precise or just play with colors a little every day (I just have

it out on my desk) and end up with something surprising. It's way more fun than a puzzle! I

recognized my kitties in a number of the drawings. The author/artist has a good eye for feline

characters and attitudes. I think this is a fun idea for those cat lovers (of any age) who don't even

know they still like to color!

I love this book and am so looking forward to COLOR CATS II. This coloring book is so much fun

because I get caught up in what the cats are actually doing. I've had cats and the only way I could

get one to pose for me was if they were sleeping. If our lives could be as simple as the lives of cats,

our world would be a better place. The more I've observed them, the better I feel about the laws of



nature and life. I know I'm an intense person, so I also know how cats make me feel. This book

brought up many of the memories that linger within me for my beautiful and handsome cats that

have crossed over the Rainbow Bridge. Sleeping, Playing, Stalking, loving, working and last but not

least, RELAXING. Relaxing has always been hard for me, but within the pages of this coloring book

I found myself getting caught up in what they were doing. I love the horizontal format, the antics of

cat life and the creativity I was able to experience when coloring one of these images.

I received this book as a Christmas gift. I have really enjoyed it because the pictures are realistic,

simple (not full of dizzying overdone mandalas like other adult color books), and oh so sweet â€“ the

cats are in featured in settings that are so natural and in situations that are real life. The author

leaves it up to your imagination to color the pages that appeal to you. Every cat lover should buy

this coloring book. I wrote the author to ask when the next book comes out. So easy to color in for

beginners and pros alike!

Adult coloring has taken off like wildfire and coloring books featuring cats are at the top of the list.

This books shows cats as they insert themselves into all aspects of our daily life. The pages are

one-sided, which is great for markers, and the book opens at the top, making it more comfortable for

lefties. I colored a page with pencils; they give the ability to shade and that gives some depth to the

scenes. Cat lovers: add this to your list.
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